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ABSTRACT

A new concept is introduced for large-amplitude nonplanar testing at
high incidence. The dynamic test apparatus is characterized by an
annular, orbital platform on which the model support and secondary drive
mechanisms are mounted. The device can be used as a rotary apparatus,
while arbitrary epicyclic motions (including fixed-plane, orbital modes)
and oscillatory motions superimposed on the coning mode may be
generated. The system is inherently very rigid and vibration levels can be
kept very low. Aerodynamic interference is also very low as there is no 4
need for bulky support hardware and the test section is circular.
Accordingly, the system may be used to assess levels of support interference
in conventional rotary tests.

RESUME

Cette 6tude traite d'un nouveau concept dans le domaine du testing A
forte amplitude suivant des degrds de libert6 multiples et A grande
incidence. L'appareil de testing dynamique se caractdrise par une plate-
forme annulaire qui gravite en orbite. Le support de la maquette et le
m6canisme d'entrainement secondaire sont mont6s sur la plate-formc.
Toute linstrumentation peut-dtre utilisde comme une balance rotative,
pendant que les mouvements 4picycloidaux et oscillatoires superposds en
mode de conicit4 peuvent 6tre induits. Tout le systame est fort rigide, ce qui
permet de garder un niveau trs bas de vibration. L'interfdrence
a6rodynamique est 6galement minime dtant donn4 qu'on a pas besoin de
superstructure massive de support et parce que la section de testing est
circulaire. En consdquence, le systeme peut-6tre utilis6 pour dvaluer les
niveaux d'interf6rence dans le testing conventionnel faisant appel A des
systemes rotatifs.
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NOMENCLATURE

A = transformation matrix

b = wingspan

Iyz  = cross product of inertia

K1,K2,K3  = tricyclic vectors

p,q,r = body-axes angular velocities

r0  = orbital radius or spin radius

uvw = body axes velocity components

V_ = freestream velocity 0

w = test section width

x,y,z = body axes system 1
X,Y,Z = inertial frame of reference

a = angle of attack = tan- (w/u)

0= angle of sideslip = sin-
1

r = balance angle of pitch S

A = tangential tilt angle Ede

= secondary oscillation frequency
&u, = platform frame of reference A-

o = total angle of attack

00 = model roll angle

0i,02 = epicyclic vector rates

= orbital roll angle

tP,,0 = Euler angles

'Pm, mm m = modified Euler angles I

T = sting-shaft roll angle

w= orbital or coning angular velocity

w= reduced circular frequency =wb/(2V)

= reduced orbital frequency = wro/V_

lVi)
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Superscripts p

()= fixed-plane system

(~) = nonrolling angles

) = differentiation with respect to time

Abbreviations

DOF degree of freedom

LSWT NAE 2 m x 3 m Low Speed Wind Tunnel

OPLEC orbital-platform epicyclic, coning
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1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of motion shape and history in vehicle dynamics
is being increasingly recognized I 4 . The nature of the coupling between
vehicle motion and flow separation hag been analyzed for precessing
missiles 5 and aircraft in limit-cycle or spinning motions 7 at hifh a.
Following this thrust, the need for experimental

8'9 and numerical 0

studies of nonplanar motion aerodynamics has been pointed out. While
CFD techniques are still limited, for instance, by the need for
turbulence modelling, these methods may ultimately provide the means for
studying time-history effects in the general case; motion history can
probably be reproduced experimentally only in special cases. On the
other hand, the possibilities for simulation of fairly general eriodic
nonplanar motion types in the laboratory appear quite promising .

Rotary balances have traditionally provided the aerodynamic
data used as a basis for stall-spin investigations I

. Since angular
rates representative of full-scale aircraft spinning behaviour can be

12achieved in a simple coning experiment , a good experimental simulation
of the helical mode is possible. However, rotary balance testing in its
present form is not without experimental difficulties, the most serious
of which are probably support interference 1 3 and in some cases, unsteady
wall interference 14 and vibration.

The well-known nonplanar aircraft mathematical model, due to
4Tobak an Schiff , specifies characteristic motions comprising small

amplitude oscillations superimposed on high-rate coning motions. The
need for an ex eriment involving these characteristic motions has been
pointed out l but this goal has yet to be realized. However, an
experimental technique based on the orbital motion principle 1 has been
proposed for the simulation of the oscillatory spin of a fighter

aircraft9 .

In this Note a unique rotary testing concept is proposed that
offers possibilities for reduction of aerodynamic interference and for
extension to 2-degree-of-freedom (DOF) experiments. This design is a
further development of the horizontal-axis configuration of the concep-

8,17tual orbital motion apparatus 8
' Its implementation in a workable

mechanical system draws from bearing concepts considered for application
to rotating balances18

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT

As noted above, the impetus for the development of a new
rotary testing concept was provided by considerations of aerodynamic
interference in tests on existing apparatuses and from the need for
extension to high-a nonplanar motions. The rationale for 2-DOF experi-
ments was alluded to in the Introduction and will be further discussed
in Section 4. Before proceeding with the development of the test tech-
nique it will be instructive to review the nature of the interference
problem in rotary balance tests.

I
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2.1 Aerodynamic Interference U,
Support interference arises largely as a consequence of the

rotating strut and counterweight or other pitch adjustment mecaniisms,
which, of necessity, become bulky when deflections are to be kept to
acceptable levels in high-speed and/or prossurized facilities (See Fig.
1). (Since the rotating strut is often curved, it is referred to as N

such.) The distortion of the vortex systems shed from the aircraft %
forebody and lift surfaces at high a could be significant except within
the coning-induced sideslip angle range such that the vortex wake passes
clear of the curved strut. Interference may be present even in this "
range since the vortex trails will intersect the sheet of vorticity shed
behind the rotating strut. Since tile sting itself can contribute
appreciable interference in the top-entry configuration, there is not
much to be gained in using this method of setting high pitch angles in
favour of reducing tile span of the curved strut. A detailed discussion
of support interference effects in coning tests of forebody-dominated N

shapes is given in Ref. 13.

When unsteady wall interference is present, tire steady natture
of the rotary flew breaks down. While this is riot a concern in most
rotary tests, there are instances, particularly in high-speed,
pressurized tunnels, where wall effects could be large. The principal
mechanisms of unsteady interference are transverse acoustic interference
and vortex-wake/wall interference. Transverse acoustic interferece 1 4 .,
(see Fig. 2) can tcsiit in a resonance-like phenomenon in large low- %
speed facilities. In contrast, vortex/wall interference can occur in
facilities of any size and depends on the reduced rate, wb/(2V_), and
effective span-to-width ratio, bs/w. Since the rotating strut usually
has the largest transverse dimension the phenomenon is normally produced
by the strut tip vortices, which can cause separation oin the walls to
fluctuate as illustrated in Fig. 1. While no unsteady interference data
are available from rotary tests, some relevant results from forced
oscillation-in-yaw experiments are available, demonstrating ithat the
interference can become large under special circumist ances.

4'

When wall interference is present it will be superimposed oii
tile effects of support interference. The overall effects oi the aerody-
namic measurements are due to deflection of tie vortex systerm in a
quasi-steady sense and to time lag effects. Ill convenliorial rotary
balance tests the latter may riot be a concern since only the integrateli
DC outputs are recorded. On tihe other harid, iin any uinsteady experi-
merits, or even in tests requiring more refined steady measulireme nts,
aerodynamic interference could become a l imi iing factor since the 
effects of support and wall i nterference ar, riot easilv sejper;ted 14

With these thoughts in mind, it becolues temipt irig. to onl>.ide 
an alternative arrangement by mean, of which couplete sillnti, (it ii "en
ference can be eliminated: If the wallis cotild be ii'pI.uei by ,i Pi.t
fectly circular sect ion and if the rotat in, strut (ild ih' e l iim ontu l,
then both wall and Slpport irterferelile would ,ii. wtppar io, p)e1 icail
pIir)oses . This is exait ly the o jei ive jllriSd ill itle lucxt Sit I liii.

7''
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2.2 The Annular Orbital Platform

One clue to the way in which the rotary experiment can be
restructured is offered by the orbital motion scheme depicted in Fig. 3.
This is a simplification of the general arrangement1 7 obtained when the
orbital axis is horizontal (i.e. not inclined). There are two axes
providing continuous rotations f and T, which may be mutually inclined
through a tilt angle A. The sting and balance are supported on the
orbital platform, which is of arbitrary shape. If this shape is taken
to be a cylindrical surface aligned with the axis, the results obtained
are interesting for now the sting may be directed inwards with the
model located on the axis of rotation at a nonzero pitch angle. An
arrangement is obtained where the annular platform could be flush with
the walls in a circular test section, or outside the flow as in a
vertical open-jet tunnel, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Since most of the
support hardware is outside the circular test section, the aerodynamic
interference should be very low. Such an annular configuration was
considered in the context of gas-bearing applications to rotary
balances 18 .

The Nomenclature defined in Fig. 3 is used for the description
of the fixed-plane orbital modes17  In analyzinC general 2-DOF motion
it is more convenient to use Euler angles to define the orientation of
the model, with the coning axis aligned with the wind as shown in Fig.
5. (For arbitrary motion shapes two additional variables are needed.)

The orbital platform concept as adapted to a vertical spin
tunnel (Fig. 4) was originally considered as a possible installation in
the NAE 4.6 m Vertical Wind Tunnel, but the idea was dropped since its
usefulness would have been limited by the tunnel performance. Moreover,
since circular test sections are something of a rarity, it was consi-
dered more desirable to adapt the concept to test sections of arbitrary
shape and, in particular, to the modified rectangular section cf the NAE
2 m x 3 m Low Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT).

This requirement of universality resulted in the notion of a
cylindrical installation, housing the annular platform assembly, that
would be mounted inside the working section. Since the concept is char-
acterized by an orbital platform with a mechanism providing a secondary
DOF, it is referred to here as the OPLEC ccicept, for "orbital-platform
epicyclic coning" system.

2.3 Mechanical Design

The OPLEC concept can now be developed into a workable design.
Mechanical details are included as required to provide the various
dynamic testing features alluded to above. The resulting mechanical
layout is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6 and 7.

As shown in Fig. 6, the test facility comprises a cylindrical
test-section insert of circular cross-section, mounted on a vertical
support strut between the floor and roof of the LSWT. The tubular
seit ion is further anchored by means of a number of tension cables " -'
attaIcLed to tll. rect angunlar walls. The main drive system coiisists of a

% j
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stepping motor mounted on the roof of the LSWT working section and a I.WI
drive shaft within the strut. The drive pinion engages a webless bevel I

gear attached to the downstream end of the annular platform as shown in
Fig. 7. The aft portion of this rotating section is covered by a
stationary tubular section which makes up the aft circular test- section
wall. The exposed portion of the rotating cylinder is denoted the
"orbital platform", upon which the model support and secondary drive
mechanism are mounted. The leading edge and forward test-section wall
of the device is a stationary splitter-plate/fairing designed to provide
parallel flow within the test section. The rotating cylinder runs on a
set of three ball bearings mounted in an outer cylindrical casing which
is integral with the main strut. An annular housing is provided for
mounting a counterweight and dynamic balance masses.

The model is sting-mounted with its reference centre on the
rotation axis and a flange at the end of the sting/drive-motor assembly 6

is bolted directly to the orbital platform. Additional lateral location
is provided by two lateral telescopic struts attached to stub shafts
that are integral with the sting. A high degree of structural rigidity
is afforded by this three-point attachment method. An angle-of-attack
change is accomplished as shown in Fig. 8. The sting support strut is
replaced by one of a set of strutF, each corresponding to a particular
pitch angle and a fixed reference centre, while the lateral telescopic
struts are extended and clamped at the appropriate attitudes and lengths
required to complete the triangulation.

A simple circular sting with mounting flange may be used in
coning or steady spin tests at nonzero spin radius (see Fig. 9). More -
complex, 2-DOF motions may be generated by means of a secondary-drive,
stepping motor located within a housing integral with the sting as shown
in Figs. 7 and 8 and connected to the balance by a countershaft free to

rotate within the sting. Thus, epicyclic motions are obtained by
rotating the model around the sting axis, while alternatively, a

conventional, inexorable pitch-oscillation mechanism driven *y the same
stepping motor could be used to generate pitching or yawing oscillations
superimposed on the steady coning motion. ',

The loads on the model are sensed by a 5-component dynamic
balance. The balance signals are transmitted by F telemetry over the
gap between the rotating platform and the casing and the signals are fed
via a conduit in the strut to the front-end of the dat a-aquisit ion
svstem. When the secondary drive is used, an externa l pul1se .ource is
required. The control unit is located outside 1he IlSWI' working sect ion
and the pulsed power is transmitted via a serie- of rolling carbon- ,.I
t ipped disc conduct ors in an i nsiil atecd assembly (Vig. 7) . For t he ( Ise

where the model rotates re I at i e to the st i ng , a sc( o 0Id .'M tel ewm.t I ',
link is provided lo transmit the signl Is between the l 'n11d (l'
forwa rd part of t Il hol low st ig . A P'om11r1i1 1 1v-, 111 I\eF) s , .
h' is - It,'l e , fol lohi 1ii t i,, e I> ,t ,, Ii, i, d,,s .v. ,.

2.3. 1 )esign options

t ca~ulk he ls'jl:ri) - is ili.
te,~ure.lilyhi sl~qi~ttif el~eiic x .:. Ii.> .:l." "
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For instance, the use of gas bearings rather than ball bearings would
introduce several advantages18 . Whereas conventional bearings are
limited by surface speed of the balls or rollers, to a rotation rate of
perhaps 15 Hz, depending on the dynamic loads, very high rotation rates
can be achieved on air bearings. On the other hand, most full-scale
steady spins are in the range w <_ 0.2,12 which corresponds to a limit of
about 12 Hz on the present scalo; thus, the performance of ball bearings
would probably be adequate. A second advantage of gas bearings lies in
the possibility of lower noise levels, since vibration levels are likely
to be reduced by the damping effect of the air cushion.

2.4 External Orbital-Platform Configuration

An important variation of the design concept is arrived qt
when the orbital platform and annular support 1 ,using are inverted.
Then the interior becomes a stationary circular duct and the orbital 41

platform rides on its external surface, again using air or ball
hearings. This is similar to the original concept for a vertical tunnel
(Fig. 4). As will be shown below, although less versatile, this concept
could he aerodynamically superior at high c, while the internal orbital
platform (Fig. 7) is more suitable if the complete a range has to be
covered.

As illustrated in Fig. 10, the external configuration requires
externally-mounted struts, while the model is mounted forward of the
leading edge of the splitter-fairing. Flow disturbances inside the duct
are effect ively eliminated if the orbital platform is located a short
distance downstream of the leading edge and the struts are swept forward
as shown. A larger model scale may be used in this layout, for a given
tlst section size, but the advantage may be partly offset by the larger

cross-a ectional area of the struts and disc conductor assembly. In -a

,tlher words, the model is larger in relation to the orbital platform but
the latter might have to be reduced in diameter to keep the blockage
area within acceptable limits. Of course, if the wind tunnel has a
circular working section, then the full diameter is available and the '-

blockage is negligible as in the vertical wind tunnel. The largest
suitable hall races available commercially are perhaps 1.5 m in
di a!ieter, hence, gas bearigs 18 have to be used for large-scale testing
appl ications. This is quite feasible provided that the large-diameter
extfriia] circular surfaces can be ground. In this respect, the vertical
tunii,,l concept (Fig. 4) has the advantage, since grinding will be'a.
r .qiuired orly for flat surfaces providing vertical location; the
e:t,-i .i , circlilar surfaces for lateral location may be machined.

'I'll(rf, is some increase in mi, iinical complexity associated
w ih the, bent lateral tele-scopic struts and some loss in rigidity.

tIh main drawb:acIk of the external orbital platfoim is that it -a.a

bc mm-s inipract i able ait pitch angyls )e,1(w about 30 ° wi n, a sccofidary .v
(11 1' mitor i:s to he used (t-ig. 10). From the aerodvnami poi ut of
%- .' , thi s v, t em hu, t Ih ,thvalil ag(. of IIo movi lg sur fI (s w i th ini t ,l.
, , , i t In- f Iiw hil t iiibiur .nt I:ll- iated withi t~h' ll e.-,ce of t he

hcli 'iv( niIl',ri Iim 'i te, div r'ttcd i tlto the regioll cl. i, % l,. -
,. -ii~i l .milt lt l w id ti:i1 1 waI l , w-eme it can' ikot piedhl(,' is ar',e o- .111,;

I I I 1i 1 1 ()I I i i i I ' (:dc L I Ine othe r ha d t le miod' i ,

'a"%

kf '.ra. ~ 'a' -'a a,.' "" . IC a Na -. ,
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located in the open rectangular working section with its wake partly
enclosed in the circular duct, resulting in more complex aerodynamic
design considerations (see Section 3.2).

3. ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN

The salient characteristics of the OPLEC concept are the
orbital platform and the circular cross-section of its test section. An
analysis of these features point to certain natural advantages over the
conventional rotary balance configuration. There may also be some
disadvantages, such as the need for one or two FM links to transmit the
balance signals, but for the most part, these are not expected to be
restrictive in the sense of, for instance, the effects of support
interference in conventional rotary balance tests.

3.1 Rigidity

Perhaps the most obvious advantage of the OPLEC device is the
high rigidity of the model support. For the purposes of the discussion,
the two fundamentally different rotary balance configurations are

approximated structurally by the elements shown in Fig. 11. The
conventional system may be thought of as a cantilever beam and the OPLEC
support as a truss with a short cantilever extension. A greatly simpli-
fied analysis shows the linear deflections to be proportional to L3 and
the stiffness inversely proportional to L3 , where L is the effective
beam length. For the conventional rotary apparatus L is roughly equal
to the sum of the lengths, Q1 +k2 +k3. Then, from Fig. 11 it follows that
the effective length of the OPLEC cantilever is no more than 1/3 of its
counterpart in the conventional system. Thus, the model support will be
an order of magnitude stiffer in the former case. The external orbital
platform configuration will be somewhat less stiff, but, nevertheless,
far more rigid than the conventional system.

3.2 Aerodynamic Interference

As suggested in Section 2.1, the OPLEC concept results in
greatly reduced aerodynamic interference. The support interference
caused by the interaction of vortices shed from the aircraft model with
the curved strut and its vortex wake, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is
absent in the OPLEC configuration. As will be appreciated from Figs. 6
and 7, the separated model wake is completely separate from that shed
behind the sting and lateral struts at high a, while even at low inci-
dence the cross-section of the support structure is smaller than in the
conventional setup. Moreover, unlike the latter case, flow separation
on the walls caused by interaction of the vortex wake with the wall
boundary layer will be steady in relation to the rotating model by
virtue of the circular test section (Fig. 1). This effect is even
further reduced in the external orbital-platform configuration, when 1h,,
disturbance along the wall is a minimum because of the small ross-
section of the strut system. By extension, the direct int er t ;o7 c)!
thp vortex-wake with the circular wall results in a ont ,,ji,

of the wake trail as illustrated in Fig. 1?. Bolh .( .(
initerference, therefore, reduce to a fixed ;1y -lef-, t .
the kalls which may be correct ,d for folioSJng ti ~ )i ,prr,,( iii %
propeller tests
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In the internal orbital-platform apparatus a possible source -

of interference is ti. flow rotation caused by the rotating platform and
sting. This moving-wall effect is not expected to be significant. Note
that the width of the orbital platform can be reduced by the use of a S
stationary cover over the aft Portion, depeiiding on the placement of the
struts. The sting and struts are, of course, a source of interference
in themselves, sinces their wakes will cause separation on the walls.
Again, this disturbance is expected to be relatively small. A more
serious type of interference is produced bv a top-mounting installation,
as might be required in certain epicyclic modes (see Section 4.1.2).

The internal orbital-platform apparatus is well-suited to the
investigation of support interference in conventional rotary balance
tests. Since there are both rotating and stationary sections of the

circular test section, replicas of the curved strut and the support
strut can be respectively mounted on the orbital platform and on the aft 0
circular section as shown in Fig. 13, to simulate the effect of the ,

support in a rotary balance test. The incremental aerodynamic loads due
to the presence of the curved strut can then be determined directly.
Since the test section is circular no unsteady wall interference will be
present, and given the low base interference of the OPLEC strut system, e
the interference due to the dummy struts will be approximately equiva-
lent to the difference between the loads measured with and without the
dummy struts.

3.3 Vibration Si.

Vibration of the support and tunnel walls can present a
problem in rotary tests involving unsteady measurements. Mass unbalance
is, perhaps, the major source of vibration. Unlike the conventional

rotary balance configuration, which cannot be dynamically balanced, the
OPLEC system provides for dynamic balance masses to be mounted in an
annular enclosure adjacent to the orbital platform (see Fig. 7). As
illustrated schematically in Fig. 14, the correct placement of a static S
counterweight and three dynamic balance masses would eliminate the cross
products of inertia

lyz 0 (1)

while, from symmetry considerations, the other products of inertia would S
also be zero.

In principle, a perfect dynamic balance can be achieved with
the internal orbital-platform apparatus. This will be more difficult
for the external configuration since, in this case, it is desirable to
kee-p the orbital platform short; nevertheless, the dynamic balance could '
be quite good, particularly for the high-a installations.

4. CHARACTERISTIC MOTIONS

A detailed discussion of the characteristic motions which can
be generated by means of the OPLEC system is beyond the scope of this 0

Note. Many of the kinematical relationships have been presented
,mewhere 9,17 Hiowever, the basic relat ionships peculiar to the OPLEC

geomeitry are derived here. The characteristic motions fall into two
general categories, epicyclic and oscillatory motions.

%S %S i i . ~ i ~ p ' '* W'.'~S~ S . - - -
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4.1 Epicyclic Motion

When the two rotations in Fig. 5 are independent, W 1,
the resulting motions comprise two superimposed components which may
have different frequencies and amplitudes. Such motions are epicyclic
and may, therefore, be described by two fixed-amplitude vectors rotating

in the im, 0 plane as shown in Fig. 159

i$1t i$2t

0 + i = Kle + K 2  (2)

K1 and K2 are the complex vector amplitudes and 0i' 02 the angular

rates. The angles , a describe the orientation of the aircraft longi-
tudinal axis in the nonrolling frame of reference. At high angles of
attack it would be more correct to represent the motion by a projection

* on a spherical surface rather than on a plane but the basic principle is
the same.

4.1.1 1-DOF motion

When K1  0, lunar coning is obtained (see Fig. 16(a)); this

is, of course, the most basic 1-DOF nonplanar motion. In the present
nomenclature, the rotation about the velocity vector is given by the
rotation rate ? and pitch angle 0 (Fig. 5). Continuous rolling or
spinning at nonzero a can be obtained from a rotation $ about the x axis
with 4 0 and 0 # 0.

4.1.2 2-DOF motion

In the general case, assuming m is small, Eq. 2 yields the
aerodynamic angles expressed in the fixed-plane system

a A I COSO 1 t + BIsinoit + A2cosO2t + B2sin$2t

(3)

Bcosit - A sin0 t + B coS2t - A sin2 t
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

The precessional and the nutational vectors K1 and K2 describe a true
epicyclic motion as illustrated in Fig. 16(b). Note that when the
secondary rotation is along the model longitudinal axis the motion
described by the model nose is circular, but the angle-of-attack varia-
tion is still epicyclic. When the model longitudinal axis is inclined
with respect to the 1P axis as in Fig. 3, F # 0, or inclined out of the
plane of 0 with A # 0 and 0 * 0 (Fig. 5), a more general motion is
obtained. This may be thought of as a pitching and yawing oscillation
superimposed on the steady coning motion. However, it should be noted
that this motion is not exactly the same as that obtained with th,,
orbital geometry depicted in Fig. 3 since the epicyclic vector rates are
reversed in this case. Moreover, the case F t 0 requires top-moimting
unless r is limited to small angles.

j Cw , ' .#- ,' -! C k --. -'% ---
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The reference systems are depicted in Fig. 17. The transfor-
mation between the inertial and body axis is given by (for F = 0)

= [A) (4) 1~r'

where

7coscosP-sincos~sinO cosOsinp+sin cosOcos,0 sinosin ]
[A] = Isinocosip-cosocosOsin -sin0sinO+cos0cos~cosp cos0sinO (5)

L sin~sinp -sin~cosO coso"

Then the body axes velocity components are, for nonzero orbital
radius I ,

-Or 0sin]

[A] r0cos0 (6)

L_ _

The aerodynamic angles a and are then directly related to the Euler

Noe%
angles through the definition -1

a tan (w/u) (7)

sin (v/V.)
The transformation of the angular velocities is given by

qI sin~sinO 0 cos0 4
r sin~cos 0 -sin 0 (8)

[] cose 1 2 1 '

Eq, (8) shows that, in general, all three body-axes angular rate compon- e
ents are nonzero. A suitable choice of the motion parameters could %

yield a motion representative of an oscillatory spin. However, it is
possible that the geometry of Fig. 3 would provide the closest analogue
of this flight mode. Note that the captive epicyclic modes are all pure
and riot subject to any frequency or amplitude restrictions. The only S
factor to detract from the fidelity of the motions would be small
distortions due to deflections of the support system under inertial and

aerodynamic loads, which are eliminated for practical purposes in the

OPLEC concept.

4.2 Nonplanar Oscillatory Motions
.% .

Two families of nonplanar oscillatory motions can be
generated; namel], the degenerate modes of epicyclic motion (fixed-plane
orbital motions and composite motions obtained by superimposing
planar oscillatory motions on the coning mode. The fixed-plane motions
are characterized by two coupled DOFs (one independent DOF).

% %..
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4.2.1 Fixed-plane orbital motion

The fixed-plane modes have been analyzed in considerable

detail 1 7 and it will suffice to show here that some of the kinematical
relationships for the horizontal orbital axis can be derived from Eqs.
(4) to (8). The associated characteristic motions are pure translation

(p = q = r = 0) and fixed-plane coning at arbitrary incidence. For the

pure rotational mode it is necessary to revert to the orbital motion

geometry of Fig. 3. The fixed-plane constraint is

0 = -(9)

In the translational mode (Fig. 18(a)) the model is tilted at
an angle r relative to the sting axis and 0 = 0 (Fig. 5). Then,
performing a rotation through 0 and 0, given by Eq. (6), followed by a •

rotation through F, Eq. (7) yields

= sin -2sintP

a= tan {(tanf + QcosO)/(1-QcostPtanF)} (10)
I= -w cos'p (I•

'-,.a= -wSts inw'-,

where Q2 wro/V_ and terms in Q2 are neglected. The fixed-plane coning

mode is obtained directly from Eq. (7) and (9) (r0 0).

In the pure rotational mode (Fig. 18(b)), 0 0 and F # 0 and %
the sting axis is tilted at the helix angle A = -Q, as in Fig. 3. Then

it may be shown that

S= F; = = a = 0 (12)

and

p = wQcososinf
q = wQsinP (13)
r = -wQcostpcosF

4.2.2 2-DOF composite motions 5

Characteristic motions specified in the Tobak-Schiff4 mathema- .
tical model applicable when the dependence on coning rate is nonlinear %

and the swerving is small are depicted in Fig. 19 and 20, respectively,

for the aerodynamic and body axes systems. These characteristic motions
can be generated exactly by means of the dual drive mechanism of the A
OPLEC system.

Since the OPLEC method is quite general any secondary l)"1,
waveform may be generated; however, harmonic pert urbat ions arc
considered in the context of this mathematical model. "rile the a1.; 1-d
velocity in the pitch-oscillation-coning mode (Fig. 1)), as oh) ai ,ed

from Eq. (8), is

%g



[q [rin~sinO 0 cosWo I
Isin0cos0 0 (14)

Kp coso 1 0 (si --

and, in roll-oscillation coning,

[q] sin0sino 0 cos-
rJ _ sncos 0 1 si 0s n 2 (15) ,

where v2 is the secondary frequency of oscillation. The angular

velocity in the yaw-oscillation-coning mode (Fig. 20) is obtained in a
similar fashion from Eq. (8) but this transformation is then followed by 0

a rotation through the angle Aip coso measured about the body yaw
axis. The derivation of this expression is omitted here for the sake

of brevity.

The rate of change of a and due to the rotational motion aie
given by S

a = q - (pcosa+rsina)tan (16) "a'

= psin - rcosa

The combination of the basic coning mode with the two oscilla-
tory modes given by Eqs. (14) and (15) represent a complete set of 0

characteristic motions in the aerodynamic axes system (Fig. 19) and

similarly for the body axes system (Fig. 20). When * = 0, the conven- .

tional, planar oscillatory motions are, of course, obtained.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A new aerodynamic testing concept was introduced in this Note
as a response to the need for increased versatility in dynamic testing "
and for reducing aerodynamic interference in such tests. The OPLEC %

method is characterized by an orbital platform used to mount the model ".'
support and secondary drive mechanisms. For application to non-circular
working sections a circular sub-test-section is used to house the
rotating hardware. Both internal and external orbital-platform config-

urations were considered. Based on the analysis of these concepts, the

following conclusions may be drawn.

a. The OPLEC system can be used to generate a wide range of character- "0
istic motions required in mathematical models of aircraft dynamics,

including coning, arbitrary epicyclic motions, and oscillatory
motions superimposed on the coning mode.

b. The modes of fixed-plane orbital motion associated with a non-
incliined axis may also be obtained, including pure traiislation, pure
rotation and fixed-plane coning at arbitrary incidences.

%'
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c. The OPLEC system is inherently most rigid and vibration levels can
be kept very low by virture of the capability for dynamic balancing.

d. Aerodynamic support interference is very low in both OPLEC configur- S

ations as the need for bulky rotating hardware is eliminated.

e. Unsteady wall interference is, for practical purposes, absent in the

internal-platform configuration and could be negligible in the '

external arrangement. However, a steady flow deflection may be
present, which can be corrected for.

f. The levels of support interference in conventional rotary balance
tests may be assessed in experiments involving representative
"dummy" installations in the OPLEC test section.

g. The internal-orbital platform configuration of OPLEC facilitates 4
nonplanar testing at arbitrary angles of attack, while the external
arrangement is most suitable at high a. High rotation rates are
feasible with both configurations.

h. The external-platform configuration is suitable for large-scale
aerodynamic testing and can readily be adapted to a vertical spin A
tunnel. In contrast, the internal-platform arrangement offers some-
what greater versatility, and is, therefore, more attractive as a-

scientific tool.
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